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Abstract

In the ageing society more old employees need to stay in working life for longer. However, the society also needs to take care of the increased amount of elderly in a more effective and respectful way. To take care of older employees experience knowledge to make the elderly care and the care employees work situation better and self-crediting to go on in an extended working life, new methods and measures are needed to be developed and evaluated. The overall purpose of this article was to evaluate how the participant in the intervention project experienced the project and its methodology. The intervention project followed three different methods: i) through interviews of the participants and the supervisor; ii) through participant observation; and iii) through an evaluation questionnaire to participants after the project was completed. The intervention project did transfer knowledge between different fields, that are, between generations, between different departments and between the municipality and county. The participation was described as not only a place for reflection and knowledge, but also a protected zone where participants could talk about the kind of problems they would ponder over. Several participants felt that it was important to develop and continue the work that the intervention project set in motion. The participants’ experience was made to be visible and their professional competence has been strengthened. They indicated that there had been an exchange of knowledge and between not only the generations but also the different kinds of work. The organisations also seem to have gained from the project by allowing the participants to unload, become more positive, develop more knowledge of experience, increase their propensity for reflection and get a better consensus between the municipality and county. The intervention project seems to have fulfilled the stated purpose and also the expectations of the participants.
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1. Introduction

The population is ageing and the proportion of older workers in employment is increasing [1] [2] [3]. The demographic shift brings challenges and opportunities for societies and requires the implementation of policies to help people stay healthy and active in old age, as well as on ageing in working life. At the societies macro level the interest is on how to take care of the elderly in a proper way, and how to endorse more people to stay in work to maintain the welfare system in a sustainable economic approach and to transfer their experience knowledge to younger generations [4]. However, the meso level is an important level for sustainable measures and strategies to make an extended working life possible [5].

At the micro level, older workers have a different agenda. People considering own retirement in association to stay in work for some more years. There are nine different areas that effect work life participation [6] [7]: health, physical work environment, mental work environment, work scheme and work pace, knowledge and skills, work satisfaction, managers’ attitudes and discrimination, partner and family situation, private economic. The older workers retirement decisions are based on considerations of [6] [8]: 1) their health in relation to the work situation and work environment versus health as retired; 2) their personal economic situation in employment versus in retirement; 3) the opportunities for social inclusion in working life situations versus as a retired; 4) and the opportunities for meaningful and self-crediting activities in working life versus in retirement. At the meso level, i.e. organisation level, productivity is the most important. The organisation needs to take care of the older workers experience knowledge from a long working life to keep and transfer the knowledge capital to the younger and new employees. However, the organisations had also to go on and offer possibilities to development and new knowledge to older employees or else they could feel discredited and leave for retirement [6] [7] [8] [9].

The experience an individual has accumulated over a long working life is an important capital for the organisation that should be taken advantage of. It is often regarded as vital to any organisation’s survival to nurture human capital, i.e. staff competence, efficiency and capacity [10] [11]. Employees feeling value for their knowledge and having controlled over their work situation provide a great positive impact on mental and social wellbeing which persists after retirement [6] [12] [13]. At the same time an organisation that invests in their employees and creates work environments where collaboration and ideas are encouraged has proven to be significantly more effective [11].

In the ageing society more older employees need to stay in working life for
longer. However, the society also need to take care of the increased amount of elderly in a more effective and respectful way. How to make the work situation more sustainable and increase the possibilities to take care of and transfer the older employees experience knowledge is important when the populations are ageing and a great part of the population soon will leave the organisations and enterprises for retirement. To take care of older employees experience knowledge to make the elderly care and the care employees work situation better and self-crediting to go on in an extended working life new methods and measures is needed to be developed and evaluated. A searching for scientific papers shows only some proceedings on the subject transfer of knowledge between younger and older employees from year 2000-2016 in the database Pub Med and Scopus [14] [15]. A recent review study also described the lack of scientific published evaluations of intervention projects including older employees [16]. More knowledge of intervention design and evaluation methods of intervention project is requested.

Objectives: The overall purpose of this article was to evaluate how the participants in an intervention project experienced the project and its methodology. The study includes a descriptive process evaluation of an intervention project of the transfer of knowledge between younger and older employees in the health- and medical care. It purposes how the participants and the supervisor experienced the project. The research questions were: Did the participants experience that their knowledge of experience has been made visible and their professional competence has been strengthened? Did the participants experience that there has been an exchange of knowledge between generations? Did the participants experience that the intervention project has developed in their professional capacity? How did the participants experience the fact that the groups have been mixed and with staff from the municipality and the hospital, partly from different departments? How did the supervisor experience the project? In what way have the organisations gained something out of having their employees participate in the intervention project?

2. Background

Those over 40 years of age have a higher sense of clarity in their profession and professional identity [17]. Personal contact in a tradition can help the older generation’s knowledge wander over to the younger. Older employees have probably developed different approaches and tricks that facilitates their work during their long (working) life [5] [18]. To be made visible by being recognized for your experience and knowledge is also an important factor for health and to be able to work to a higher [19]. The best assessments and priorities are often based not only on factual knowledge but also on knowledge from previous experiences. Therefore, when older workers disappear from working life to retirement, the organisations loose important experience knowledge. Meanwhile, the younger generation are most likely carriers of new knowledge; it is of great importance that the elderly can take part of this new knowledge in order to be able to keep
up with developments [20]. Learning through experience first and foremost is to learn something about the social relations [21]. This knowledge is personal and is difficult to convey to others. The same experience also gives different people different experience. To possess knowledge of experience may entail some power over those who do not possess the same experience. However, some older employees may feel that their position is threatened if, for example, new technology makes the knowledge of experience outdated and inferior [8] [20] [22].

Health and social care professions are one of the most common sectors among working women. Working in health care is often both physically and mentally exhausting. The work often consists of physically testing moments where the muscles and joints are subjected to heavy strain, which has been shown in sickness absence statistics. Health and care personnel without college education account for a disproportionate amount of sick leave [23]. People in the older age groups that disappear out of work are at a great risk of never getting back into working life. A study of long-term sick leave reveals that it was mainly in physically demanding occupations that problems arise for the elderly [24]. For the physically demanding professions in areas such as health care, there are not a lot of alternative tasks for the elderly who no longer cope with the physically heavy elements. Half of the reported occupational injury diseases in health care are musculoskeletal disorders [25]. Overall musculoskeletal disorders and mental illness counts for two-thirds of the long term sick leave and are the most common reasons for sick leave. Jobs in health care are usually called a human service profession, where employees perform their daily work in relation to a client, patient, resident in need of help [26]. Thus the work is often mentally stressing for employees to take care of other people, patients and relatives, worry, anxiety, disappointment and fears and creating support and participation relationships while they need to process their own feelings and reactions [27]. This can be very strenuous and uncertain in some situations. The perception of uncertainty and lack of control is associated with high levels of stress in working life research [28]. Care work is thus not only physically but also mentally stressful, through the ethical stress that staff is exposed to in their daily work. It can therefore be considered as important to health and social care staff that they are able to provide respite from the everyday work in order to be able to work to a higher age. Health professions can be regarded as practical professions in which knowledge and skills are mainly shown through action. Theoretical knowledge is a prerequisite to be able to take action, but not enough to give insight and act if the knowledge is not inserted in a specific context [29]. Care work is supported by the knowledge of practice, i.e. knowledge of how individual patients want things done. Knowledge of practice is bound to the individual and cannot be acquired through education. This knowledge of practice may not even be regarded as knowledge or even valued in comparison with formal education [30]. The knowledge acquired through literal tuition and books is describes as knowledge of assertion [31]. The knowledge based on insights on how, for example, people in health care must be addressed and treated based on life experiences, maturity
and familiarity with similar situations is described as the knowledge of familiarity [31]. Health care workers conduct is controlled by the assessments made in a specific situation based on the collected experience and competence. It is when taking action in different situations that the occupational theory is tested and thus become available for reflection [29]. Theory and practice permeate each other and intertwine, and is central to the acquisition of knowledge based on familiarity in different situations [27]. Individuals’ capacity for learning and reflection takes place largely by past experiences that create a net of association which in cognitive research is often called schemata [32] [33] [34]. Schemata can be likened to a program or instructions for action, reactions and expectations in different situations. Schemata seem to develop and improve over the years and older people appear to have more developed schemata than younger people. Occupational skills can be said to be built by schemata. There have also been tests with younger and older people that, for example, concluded that younger typists showed faster reaction times and scored more strikes per minute with the keys, but that older typists, in spite of this, were just as quick to finish writing a text because the elderly were more strategic in reading the text [33].

The knowledge obtained through experience in practice has different names by different scholars [27]. Some describe it as knowledge of experience, knowledge of practice; others call it knowledge of familiarity or tacit knowledge. Knowledge of familiarity is described not as the experience itself but the ability to process different events and experiences which can then be put into action. This requires a combination of theory, practice and reflection on what has been done. Familiarity can be said to be “silent” because it is work and knowledge that cannot directly be seen or measured [27]. Knowledge of familiarity or tacit knowledge requires a lot of thought that has been shaped by years of reflection on the daily work and woven into the structure of everyday life to then be used in exactly the right moment. Knowledge of familiarity is an aid to find the solution the specific situation requires. Time for reflection may be said to be necessary to create this type of knowledge. This report will not go into more detail on the different researchers’ definitions of this knowledge, but use different names.

3. Method

3.1. Method in the Intervention

The method intended to be used for the transfer of knowledge in the intervention project was the case method. The idea behind the methodology is to learn through realistic situations. Case methodology was first used in the early 1900s on Legal and Finance programs in the United States. For instance, Harvard Business School used the case method to get into “reality” in their management training programs in the 1920s [35]. Today, more than 80 percent of classes at Harvard Business School are built on the case methodology. Case method is also used in developing areas such as health care [36]. The idea behind the case methodology is problem solving and familiarization exercise [37]. The strategy is to process cases and situations; formulate their own proposals and reach a solu-
tion through group discussions. Sources of knowledge consists of, for example, designated materials, own search of facts and lectures. The supervisor or teachers role is to chair and lead the discussion, be responsive and get everyone to join the discussion and encourage the participants to talk to each other instead of to the leader.

Through meetings on specific situations in everyday life and with the help of case studies from everyday work can reflect on and develop their work in a group. Those who work with patients come together with their diverse skills to develop health care together. Case method based on a perceived everyday situation makes it possible to develop and document learning for both the individual and the group. By working with concrete situation, intriguing questions that are interesting to reflect often arise. Everyday situations can for example be about encounters with patients or meetings between employees. Questions like: What was it that made you feel that the situation turned out successful? What really happened? How did you do it? Should we try to rewind the tape? This also creates stories that illustrate an event with shades and moods, stories that can be documented and become case descriptions. The group highlights their everyday working life in a systematic way. Everyone listens and learns from each other. Thus their perspective widens and they are trained to reflect over actions.

The “case” can be divided into desktop case—based on someone’s collective experience constructed a fictitious event, library case—a real event which was documented in some way in books, reports, articles, etc., as well as field case—a description of a real event by persons who participated or otherwise concerned [38]. The participants in this intervention wrote a diary/logbook between the occasions to find appropriate cases to discuss in the intervention project, but also to get ideas about which lecturers could be invited. There were guidelines and rules for how the cases were discussed and the following points were used as support.

1) Facts—what we know.
2) Problems requiring action (staff-residents-relatives).
3) Known and probable explanations as to how the problem occurred.
4) Measures (conducted and potential for staff, residents, relatives).
5) Expected effects/consequences.

Through processing and writing down the different parts of the discussed case story the knowledge of practice was not contained within an individual but becomes documented. The documentation was important and an educational part of the project.

The investigation was conducted according to the principles expressed in the Declaration of Helsinki.

3.2. Selection

An invitation was sent to several municipalities in Sweden to participate in the intervention project. The intervention project was described in the invitation as an arena for the transfer of knowledge of familiarity, an opportunity for relief from other work situations, a possibility for employees to be acknowledged.
trough their skills, as well as an opportunity to increase the transfer of knowledge of experience between county and municipality. The municipalities and hospitals that reported their interest first got the opportunity to start an intervention project for its care- and nursing assistants.

At an introductory meeting with the heads of the municipality and the hospital the ideas behind the intervention project were presented. The managers felt that this was a project they wanted to join and decided to proceed to their first line managers with an invitation to their employees, in turn, would be offered to be part of the project. Participants in the intervention project were selected to participate by the first line managers who received the invitation and offered to people who were over 55 years old or was under age 30 to participate in the project on the basis of “first come, first served” principle. Those who first reported interest were six senior and five junior care- and nursing assistants from the hospital and the municipality. There was only one man who participated in the project. One of the younger participants from the hospital only attended the initial meeting and was then absent despite the supervisor’s attempts to get in touch with her. At various occasions the course leader/supervisor and a research assistant who followed and documented the project also attended in the intervention project.

Within the intervention nine focus group sessions were conducted. At the introductory meeting there was a presentation of the concept of the intervention projects purpose, method and goals of the participants. During the following meetings of the intervention project, different cases or problems brought up by participants were discussed in the groups. The number of participants at the sessions varied, but generally the number participants was high even though some activities did not arrange replacements for when the participants were absent from their jobs to take part in the intervention project (Table 1).

### 3.3. Analysis Method in the Process Evaluation

The intervention project was evaluated using three different methods:
1) through interviews with the participants and the supervisor;
2) through participant observation;
3) through an evaluation questionnaire to participants after the project was completed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant in the sessions</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Older employees working: in municipality health care institutions and home care + in medical care in hospitals</td>
<td>4 + 2</td>
<td>4 + 2</td>
<td>3 + 2</td>
<td>4 + 2</td>
<td>3 + 2</td>
<td>4 + 2</td>
<td>3 + 2</td>
<td>3 + 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Younger employees working: in municipality health care institutions and home care + in medical care in hospitals</td>
<td>2 + 3</td>
<td>2 + 1</td>
<td>2 + 2</td>
<td>2 + 1</td>
<td>1 + 1</td>
<td>2 + 1</td>
<td>2 + 0</td>
<td>1 + 2</td>
<td>1 + 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Participating observation was a method selected to follow the progress of the intervention project, to get a better understanding of what happens in the group during the different sessions [39]. A group interview was arranged at the first meeting date to capture the participants’ expectations for the intervention project. At the project’s final meeting a questionnaire with open questions where participants could write down how they experienced the project was handed out. A final group interview with the participants also took place at the last meeting date. The supervisor was interviewed after the completion of the project to capture her experiences of the intervention project. The introductory and the concluding interviews with the participants were recorded while the interview with the supervisor was documented by notes. An informed written consent was obtained from the participants and the data were analysed anonymously. The information collected through observations, during the interviews and the survey is presented below in the Results paragraph.

The chronological order of methods used in the evaluation of the intervention project was:

1) Initial interview;
2) Observations of the participants during the seven intervention meetings;
3) Finishing interview with the participants;
4) Finishing interview with the supervisor in the intervention;
5) Evaluation questionnaire to the participants.

4. Results

4.1. Description of the Intervention

In Sweden the hospital health care are organised by the county and the home and residential health care of elderly is organised by the municipality, in most cases. The purpose of the intervention project was to create an arena for the transfer of knowledge of familiarity in health care work between younger and older employees in municipal and county care of elderly people. The intervention project was designed to give the participants an opportunity to concretize, highlight and disseminate their knowledge of familiarity to others. The participants were, through the intervention project, expected to develop the ability in everyday life to stop, reflect and put words to their actions. Furthermore the participants should understand that the skills they possess are worth something. The organisation as a whole expected to become less vulnerable and prepared for the imminent generational change in the health care sector by transfer of knowledge. The individual was even offered a break from the often stressful daily work situation that may be a threat to occupational health. This was expected to be a means to retain the workforce longer and, as a side effect of providing personal development, health economics and counteract burnout and ethical stress. The extension was expected to lead to the residents/patients receiving better care and nursing.

The intervention project describes knowledge of familiarity. Those who have worked for many years in the profession often have amassed considerable
knowledge about how to deal judiciously and sensitively in different situations. Knowledge of familiarity is about how we, in our daily work, undertake complex tasks without being able to account for how we really do it. It is a practical, clinical knowledge developed gradually to more advanced capabilities as experience increases. It is such that allows employees to manage what is unique in each situation without having to follow explicit rules—in short: wise actions. It can for instance be a matter of reading the need of a patient who cannot express it themselves. Especially in critical situations it may prove important to have this knowledge to fall back on. There may then be a matter of recognizing patterns within the space of a few seconds. For that, they needed to know what to look for and what the possibilities are.

The project also highlights that it is of great importance to not only transfer older employees experience knowledge to the younger employees, but also transfer the younger employees’ knowledge to the elderly. Those who were young in the profession also have valuable knowledge of familiarity. They were often grown up with computers and find it natural to search online in order to gather information to solve a problem that arises. They know where and how to find a problem and were advanced users of mobile phones, email and web-based communication. They were not afraid to embrace new technology when introduced in health care. This was applying to both technology information/communication and care.

In the intervention was it also important to discuss thoughts about employee health. By bringing in different tasks for those who have heavy care duties, it eases their everyday life. The intention was to strengthen the occupational health and the employee could remain in work until retirement age. This allows the work place to become healthier and the work to become more stimulating.

4.2. The Participants’ Experiences of the Intervention Project

Participants in the intervention project had different expectations before the start-up of the project. Some were uncertain of what the project would entail, while others saw the knowledge of familiarity as the clear objective of the project. This is what some older and younger participants in the first group interview said: “I think I’ve learned a lot over the years and therefore have a lot to give and share with the younger people”. (Older nursing assistant, municipality). Another older employees said: “I have worked for 40 years and have a lot to share to others of all ages. I also enjoy that the project is in collaboration with the municipality”. (Older nursing assistant, hospital). A younger employees described: “My expectations are to get the opportunity to experience the knowledge of the older colleagues here in peace and quiet. In the daily care and the work it is difficult to find time to get it. Everyone is very busy. Patients cannot wait”. (Younger nursing assistant, hospital).

Were the participants’ expectations fulfilled during the project? At the last meeting the participants described what they thought of the completed project. Someone seemed to feel that it had not been arranged simply to extract knowl-
edge. A younger participant stated that she had expected to learn practical tips and advice from the elderly. She described it like this: “I expected more hands on advice and tips such as how to handle different situations in health care, practical knowledge, technical skills and so on. As a younger person, I need the knowledge and the elderly have the experience, but it seems that the elderly have difficulty to convey their knowledge. […] The elderly keep their knowledge to themselves and convey it only verbally when they are questioned directly”.

(Younger nursing assistant). This younger participant did not seem to receive what she had expected out of the project. She thought that the older people withheld their knowledge and were not really willing or able to convey it. However, all participants indicated that they were very satisfied and described the project as an inspiring experience that added much to the daily work. To participate seems to be very vulnerable for the older employ because they felt their experience knowledge was important to the organisation. Some said: “I will miss it. […] Everyone have been seen for what they are here, you don’t get that every day”.

(Older nursing assistant, hospital). Another said: “I think it has been fancy, being my age and having the opportunity to participate in the intervention project. You’d think there soon will be nothing left for us older employees”. (Older nursing assistant, municipality). Another said: “It has brought a lot of things that you might not have thought of before. It has started a lot of things going on in my head, so I have almost not been able to be quiet […] Sometimes I’ve been thinking to myself ‘stop talking I need to say something’ […] Memories that I have carried with me were confirmed here, like we did that and this is how we do it now. There are more things that I have thought about. I have been in healthcare for many years and it has changed very much […] like the way of looking at our patients today is quite different from what it was in the 60s - 70s… This has tied up then and now…. The approach towards humans and humanity was zero back then. Today it’s different”. (Older nursing assistant, hospital)

The possibility to get specified time to talk and learn from each other was very important to both older and younger employees. Some also said: “In the intervention project we have been able to talk about things that you really would like to ask on the job, but there has been no time to do so. Then we have been able to bring it up here and talk about it”. (Younger nursing assistant, hospital). Another said: “I will miss going here. I prioritised going here even though they do not put in a replacement nursing assistant and I need to keep my phone switched on”. (Older nursing assistant, municipality).

Several participants described that in the future they would most likely miss the intervention project. To get the opportunity of being able to calmly sit down and discuss the problems of everyday life and feel empowered and seen by others. In what terms were these group meetings different from the usual meetings in the daily work? There appeared to be primarily the ability to meet in peace and quiet outside of work where the intention was precisely to tell and share each other’s stories and reflect over these together. This was perceived as very
satisfactory for the participants in the intervention project. Here is how some expressed participants in the project: “I feel I have got a chance to talk about things that I have been carrying and thinking about. I sat here and got other people’s reflections on this, which is important. That someone have questioned, why did you do that, you could do it this way instead. It is quite important to know that this is a safe place. Where it’s safe to tell” (Older nursing assistant municipality). Another said: “Many things are still in process. /.../ There are things going on in my head still. It has been safe here and a lot to discuss, but there has not been any pressure that you should talk about something in particular. In some of the meetings we talked about what we feel and we want to share with each other. /.../ Some lecturers have also been very good and talked a lot about grief and so. I feel that sometimes this pops up and I reflect on it. So I think that we will benefit from this in the long run. Even more than you might see today.” (Older nursing assistant hospital)

Learning is done when reflecting on an action or something that has happened, only after there this you may learn something; taking advantage of the experience in future situations. You may not have time to reflect on what happens when you work and therefore you learn nothing from it. One basic idea of the intervention project was to give the employees the opportunity to reflect by themselves and with others and exchange knowledge in peace and quiet.

Some of the participants stated that they often lay thinking about work and what had happened during the work at night. Someone described: “The thoughts come at night when you cannot sleep”. (Younger nursing assistant, municipality). The possibility to reflect and discuss the cases make this be better. Some said: “I have earlier missed the time and possibility to sit down and reflect. /.../ I have worked many years in health care and not always felt very good. What I have noticed is that when I get to talk and put things out on the table here, it’s gone in a completely different way. I do not need as much answers as I need to talk about it. Saying things out loud makes it easier to get through it”. (Older nursing assistant, hospital). The intervention project seems not only to be a place of reflection and knowledge, but also a protected zone where participants could talk about the kind of problems that they would ponder over, for example, at night. One purpose of the project was that the intervention project would act as a valve and relief from the regular work, which thus appears to be met.

4.3. Transfer of Knowledge

One of the aims of the intervention project was the transfer of knowledge between different fields, that is, between generations, between different departments and between the municipality and county. The definition of knowledge, however, is very broad and some of the participants wondered about the definition of knowledge and said this: “Knowledge is so much. It has a lot to do with insight as well, not just technical things that one often associates to the word knowledge when at the hospital. It does not need to be instrumentally, it is a much broader concept”. (Older nursing assistant, hospital). Another said:
“Knowledge may be a lot of different things, even practical. One takes it for granted when one is at work, that you can do it”. (Older nursing assistant, municipality).

Those who participated in the intervention project all seemed to have a scientific knowledge basis due to their education and work in health and medical care. Seeing their daily actions at work as a product of their collected knowledge of experience did not seem to be entirely obvious at first. At the initial interview, someone described that they would transfer their knowledge through show and tell, while someone else was hoping for heated discussions. Did the participants experience that there had been any transfer of knowledge at the end of the project? Someone said: “There has clearly been transfer of knowledge. I have assimilated a lot of knowledge and I am convinced that I have handed over a lot of knowledge”. (Older nursing assistant, municipality)

If we take a look at which exchange occurred in the various fields a picture emerges, where it seems that a variety of fields have been cross-fertilised. For example, it could be discerned that there has been an exchange of experiences between the different generations, which was a basic objective of the project. Several people described how it had been fruitful to discuss and reflect on the differences in working today compared to before. An older participant described that when she as a new employee had not dared to ask the elderly, but that this did not seem to be a problem for young people who were hired today. She said this: “In the past, when I began to work, I did not dare ask. If anyone questioned why you should do something in a certain way the nursing assistants just answered – don’t ask just do it. After that you dared not ask. So you just did what they said and taught yourself”. (Older nursing assistant, municipality)

The younger participants described that it was interesting to listen to some of the older stories of how health work used to be and some of the older nursing assistants missed the time when there was more time to sit on the bed side and talk to the patients. Some said: “It has been interesting to talk about the differences between how they worked before and how we work now. I have been brought up in this ‘not having time to sit on the bed side’ and I have this thing about documentation with me, I can absolutely both see advantages and disadvantages with how it was before, clearly. This time aspect has been very interesting to talk about”. (Younger nursing assistant, municipality)

Some differences between generations regarding work were also revealed, which appeared to be a small source of irritation between the generations in their daily work. For example, documentation was discussed intensely and re-occurred several times during the project. The younger ones stressed the importance of documentation; while the older ones felt there was no need to document as much as some younger people did today. Someone described the discussions on documentation as follows: “It felt great when someone brought up that they did not think documentation was crucial, and that the time should be spent on the patients. It felt very good that someone else said it; I want to spend my time working with the elderly and not sit by the computer. The younger ones think
it’s easier to document than we older people do, I think.” (Older nursing assistant, municipality). However, a younger participant described the difference in the perception of documentation could also be due to the tasks and said this: “We younger people might have more interest in computers and documentation, plus depending on what department you work in the documentation varies regarding importance. In the emergency room there is not much time to sit down with patients, and when they should proceed in receiving care; if their visit is not documented, they have nothing. Therefore I almost see documentation as the most important task for us”. (Younger nursing assistant, hospital)

Both older and younger participants outlined that it had been successful to take note of each other’s views and reflect on different approaches. A younger participant described that after a lively discussion in the intervention project and by reflecting on the older participants’ experiences, she had changed some of her practices. She described it like this: “I have campaigned so much for documentation and still do, and think it is something important. But at the same time I thought that I might have put a little too much energy on it. Maybe I should talk a little more with my patients and add an extra minute there. I’ve probably changed my mind a little regarding this matter. So I’ve learned something even if I felt ‘ugh’ when I heard it to my face. After I came home, I thought further about it, and thought that we all have to try”. (Younger nursing assistant, municipality). It appears that the intervention project indeed has transferred knowledge and knowhow between generations and to the participants. By sharing the experiences of others and reflecting over this the participants developed their working methods.

Participants described that it had also been an exchange of knowledge between different departments, which resulted in a more open approach towards different ways of working. Some participants described it like this: “I think we have learned a lot from how other departments work. [...] How others work has been very educational for me”. (Older nursing assistant, hospital). Another said: “You’ve gotten deeper insight into what other departments are doing. We definitely do not work in the same way on the different wards of municipality organised health care and county organised health care”. (Younger nursing assistant, hospital).

During the initial interview, several of the participants described that they were interested in participating in the intervention project because it is important to strengthen exchanges between the county and municipality, among other things. Some even described it would be interesting to see how the cooperation between the county health care participants and the municipality health care participants would work out. This was because quite often there were misunderstandings and sad faces in daily work between the two organisations. Some of the participants described their expectations for cooperation between municipalities and counties before the project began like this: “It’s different to work within the municipality and within the county. This intervention can increase understanding between us”. (Younger nursing assistant, hospital) Another
A clearly stated expectation was that the project would create greater understanding between the municipality and county. Because of this it was interesting to study if these expectations were fulfilled by the project. This is what some of the participants said when the project was completed: “Now I’ve seen the faces of the people working in the municipality |.../ I’ve missed this because I have not worked in the municipality but we have a lot to do with them, or rather we send many people to the municipality. Despite this we rarely see the workers and I have not really known what they want from me. Instead the assistance officer is there. |.../ This has actually taught me something and I feel more for them instead of how it was before, like - Why are they doing this! Now you know a little bit more why so it’s been good to learn”. (Senior nursing assistant, hospital) A younger employee said: “I have worked both in the municipality and the hospital, and think it would have been good if we had had more of these types of meetings between hospital and municipality so that they have time to ask one another - Why do you do this and why do you do that? I think you learn from each other and understand each other in a completely different way. I believe this could lead to better cooperation between the county and the municipality”. (Younger nursing assistant, hospital). Another younger employee describe that the intervention was an important initiative to make a better collaboration between municipal organised and county organised health care, and that the patient could get a better treatment and care. One said: “Now, when you got to know the people in the hospital you dare to ask stupid questions about what they are doing and so on. Earlier, I did not dare to do so. By then it was like we stood on either side of a wall, and no one dared to question the other, which results in no communication. I absolutely believe that it is important that in this way demolish some walls between the municipality and county”. (Younger nursing assistant, municipality)

The transfer of knowledge of how to work within the municipality and the county was described by several participants as the most important outcome of the intervention project. The obstacles and problems that occurred in the work situations between the municipality and county were described as more common than the issues which arose between the generations. This is how one participant describes it: “The wall between the municipality and county are higher than among younger and older. The wall is harder to exceed than that between colleagues with an age difference”. (Younger nursing assistant, municipality)

It was clear that the participants felt that the cooperation that occurred between the municipality and county was the most rewarding outcome of the project, which some described as follows: “The cooperation between the municipal-
ity and county has been the most rewarding; there is a better understanding now. I think that I have conveyed things to others about what we do in the municipality. Purely practical things you maybe did not know, which you then pass on to your colleagues. And I have found out things about working in the hospital that I have passed on". (Younger nursing assistant, municipality). Another describe: "Purely practical stuff has also come up during the discussions. I'm working in the municipality asked the employees of the county - How do you do this and do you know how we do it in the municipality? - No, they said. And so I told them and we had an exchange. It has been great, I think, because it's been about things that one might think about—Why don't they do it like this ... and they don't even know about it, and vice versa". (Younger nursing assistant, municipality).

Participants in the intervention project also described that in future they wanted more interaction between the municipality and county to deepen cooperation between the organisations. Several said that they would like to visit each other’s work and go next to the employees there for a day to increase understanding and knowledge further. Someone said this: “I have become more interested in seeing the municipality's work. One would like to come and visit and see some more. So that it all will lead further”. (Older nursing assistant, hospital). Another describe: "What I've missed in the project is to see and follow another example; those who work in the municipality or elsewhere in the house (hospital) are included in this. Some of us have talked about it here but it will not mean that a regular working day can be spent following someone else; it should be a part of work to do it. I miss that. Although we have been talking a lot here, I would like to see it with my own eyes. It has aroused the curiosity and so I would like to see more". (Senior nursing assistant, hospital). Several participants describe that it was important to develop and continue the work that the intervention project set in motion.

4.4. The Management of the Project

As described previously the intervention project was based on a concept that was previously tested in a pilot project at a hospital in southern Sweden. The supervisor for the intervention project recruited and came into the project after the methodology and project-sketch was finished. She stated that she felt the completed project as more positive than expected because she had felt unsure of the projects’ purpose in the initial stage. What did the participants think of the management of the project? At the initial interview, the participants described that their expectations of the supervisor of the project was that she would steer and keep the discussion on track so that they would not lose focus. The supervisor was expected to pick up on the knowledge the participants possessed. How did the participants see supervisor’s role in hindsight when the project was completed? It turned out that all the participants were very satisfied with the supervisor and the methods she used in managing the project. Many also indicated that they had seen it as an advantage that the supervisor had worked in the area.
and knew the field. Someone said this: “The supervisor has led us when we have freaked out about ‘now we will be here and talk about this and that’, this above all, and also providing support”. (Younger nursing assistant, municipality). Another said: “The supervisor has worked just excellent I think. She has been a huge knowledgeable in the area that we are working, which has been an advantage. […] She has not driven the discussion, but started it”. (Older nursing assistant, municipality). The participants seemed to be very happy with the way the supervisor pushed the project and the modified case-method she had used to adapt the method to the purpose of the intervention project.

4.5. The Supervisors’ Experience from the Intervention

The supervisor was the one who set the tone and guidelines for implementation of the project and thus had a significant role in the intervention project. The supervisor described that she worked in the fields in which the participants worked. Therefore, she saw the project as very important not only as an opportunity for transfer of knowledge, but also above all as an opportunity for participants to get away from the daily work, be unloaded and given the opportunity to reflect on their everyday situation. This indicated that it is very important to cope with the sometimes very demanding health care and social work. The supervisor described the mixed groups as a big advantage. The groups had been mixed well with younger and older, different kinds of nursing- and care assistants, and not least with the municipal and county employees. She felt that this type of project had major benefits for organisations, patients/residents and the employees themselves. This is because the project had provided the exchange of knowledge that is helpful in care planning. The staff who were closest to the residents had even had the opportunity to sit and reflect on various problems and thoughts in peace and quiet without being stopped in the middle of a thought, which increased requirements for better care for patients and therapeutic unloading of stressful events and problems for the staff. The supervisor described that the organisation, in turn, also won this since they got a more positive and relaxed staff back. This type of project could, according to the supervisor, to some extent relieve the managers because they often have difficulty finding time to discuss arising problems and situations of all the individual employees. The supervisor’s view was that the knowledge that the participants gathered in the intervention project had been forwarded to other staff in their home organisations by the participants, for example, how the other departments, municipal/county made in different cases. Thus the knowledge had even spread to more people than the participants in the intervention project.

The supervisor also describes some problems in the intervention. The supervisor stated that she had not previously worked with the case method; in spite of this she had not received any clear instructions of the method or supervision during the project, although this was in the project description. The supervisor instead had searched for literature on the subject at the library and on the Internet to learn about the case method. The supervisor also contacted the supervisor
for the intervention project in another municipality to discuss the method and
the concept of the project. She felt that the case method was a useful basis
method in the intervention project and has continued to use the method in other
contexts. The supervisor was left to interpret how she would use the case method
for the intervention project. She went through the method with the group and
used the case-method matrix at one time so that all participants could write
down what was discussed. The supervisor felt that the case-matrix was partly
obstructing the discussions and decided to modify the method to instead steer
the discussion so that the subjects on the matrix were addressed in the general
discussion rather than to actively discuss one subject at a time for each case/
problem as often is customary in the case method.

4.6. The Experience of the Case Method

In general, all participants took part of the group discussions, although some
spoke more than others. Some of the participants described the group discus-
sions as follows: “We came here and sat down. Since then the discussions have
been in full swing about various topics and no one has found it difficult to talk
/.../ everyone had something to contribute”. (Older nursing assistant, municip-
ality)

At the initial meeting and at the first intervention project meeting a careful
review of the case method was made. In the subsequent meeting the discussion
started based on some of the participants suggested cases. These cases were then
discussed based on the case-matrix that was handed out to the participants and
the discussion was guided by the points marked on the matrix. During the re-
main ing intervention project meetings the case-matrix had a subordinate role
and instead the supervisor managed the discussions so that the cases and pro-
blems touched most points the case-matrix without focusing on the matrix. How
did the participants experience the case method used in the intervention project?
Someone described it this way: “It’s been very simple; I do not think there has
been a problem for either of us. We have sort of been led into a certain path and
then it all has continued in its own way. When we have ever fallen out of the
frames, the supervisor brought us back again.” (Older nursing assistant, munici-
pality). Another said: “Case method was completely new to me, but I thought
the best thing about it was when it started up and one was able to see in com-
plete clarity that some things one might not even be able to do anything about,
but you see it in a different way.” (Older nursing assistant, hospital)

The case method thus served as leverage in the discussion, but the method it-
self was subordinated. It has raised other important issues during the discussions
that have not been put aside to merely follow the original case story/problem as
is often done when working through the case method. The meetings in the in-
tervention project varied in content, due to what the participants wanted and
needed to discuss. This is how some participants summed up the last meeting
sessions: “Work has been a lot about different relationships, patients, approaches
and not concerning age differences, but also other things in the work … And of
The project description of the intervention project stated that lecturers could be invited. At the first meeting sessions the participants were therefore asked to come up with suggestions on lecture content or specific lecturers. This resulted in lecturers being invited on two occasions. The topics that the participants suggested were stress and stress management, as well as sorrow and managing sorrow. The lectures were appreciated by the participants and described to bring another dimension to the discussions. Someone described it this way: “They contributed a lot actually, especially the priest and the deacon who talked about grief and mourning”. (Older nursing assistant, municipality)

At the various meeting sessions very lively discussions took place. In order to create a suitable climate for discussion in a group, the group size and the physical environment also have a certain importance. Those were included in the intervention project in one of the municipalities; the group had been small enough for everyone to feel comfortable with talking about slightly sensitive topics. Participants also described that they felt that the room, with a large round table, had been an advantage in the discussions when they all were able to see each other.

The project description stated that the documentation of the case/problem under discussion would be an important and rewarding part of the job. However, the participants did so only at one of the meeting sessions. In hindsight the supervisor described that she was uncertain whether she should have kept more strictly to the method and for example used Case-matrix more in the discussions and been more careful to document and raise any point. However, she believed that this would have stifled some discussions which had now become fruitful. Case method had instead become a railing to lean back against when some discussions drifted away from the original topic. The group sometimes slipped from the subject and discussed and reflected on more mundane things in the society. However, considered the supervisor, this is actually almost as important as reflecting on work situations because the society and attitudes affects the health care employees in many different ways and is also needed to be reflected.

5. Discussion

In the ageing society more older employees need to stay in working life for longer and the society need to take care of the increased amount of elderly in a more effective and respectful way [1]-[9]. New methods and measures is needed to be developed and evaluated on how to take care of older employees experience knowledge to make the elderly care and the care employees work situation better and self-crediting to go on in an extended working life [10] [11] [12] [13]. This intervention projects’ objective was to transfer knowledge, both between generations and between different activities, i.e. between county and municipality. The overall purpose of this article was to evaluate how the participants in an intervention project experienced the project and its methodology. The study includes a descriptive process evaluation of an intervention project of the transfer of knowledge between younger and older employees in the health- and medical
care. It purposes how the participants and the supervisor experienced the project. To summary the participants stated that the intervention project was successful and the case-method was very useful to transfer knowledge between younger and older employees and between different activities.

5.1. The Participants’ Experience of the Intervention Project

In an intervention project it is important to spread and transfer knowledge between employees [36]. As previously disclosed, several of the participants indicated that the transfer of knowledge between the different activities was the greatest benefit of this project. Participants in the intervention project indicated in the initial interview that they mainly expected the project to offer them an opportunity to obtain and share their knowledge in peace and quiet. Most people seemed happy and felt that the expectations they had of the project were realised. Someone stated that the aim of the intervention project had primarily been at exchanging knowledge about the soft values in the care work, and not as much about the technical and practical work steps. Possibly the intervention project was not the right forum for the transfer of technical knowledge in the care work, such as needle insertion. The transfer of this type of knowledge is likely requires that you learn this by watching an experienced colleague instead [29] [30] [31]. The ability to walk next to any of the other participants in their daily work was something that was called for by several of the participants. Hopefully the organisations value this desire and continue to build the link between the health care employees at the municipality and health care employees at the hospital that the intervention project created. Earlier studies indicated that this could be developing and sustainable to both the organisation and to the older employees’ health and motivation to an extended working life [7] [8] [10] [11] [12] [13] [22].

However, one of the younger participants indicated that she was disappointed that the elderly did not really want to let go of their knowledge, but just passed it on if they got a direct question. Sometimes those with a particular knowhow take the knowledge for granted and do not understand that other one do not have the same experience. Although other studies suggest that experience knowledge means a certain power [19] [33] [40]. The elderly may also experience their position threatened when for example, new technology makes their knowledge quickly outdated. The older nursing assistants saw their approach as threatened and that the younger to a certain extent saw the elderly approach as outdated was traceable through the lively discussion that occurred between generations when for example the importance of documentation was discussed at several meetings.

The intervention project seemed to be the valve and relief for the participants as the project description intended it to be. The protected zone that has been highlighted as the importance of primarily older employees in physically demanding professions to have less risk of suffering long-term illness [23] [24] [27]. The presence at the various sessions of the intervention project was good.
This despite the fact that somebody had not received a replacement but had to work over the time that they went away or had their phones switched on in order to be reachable during the meeting time. Getting a chance to sit down and discuss the things that came up in everyday situations at work, that the participants had been carrying and not had the opportunity to discuss and reflect on was stated to be so rewarding that this was a major priority, and followed one of the aim of the intervention [29]. Care work is not only physically but also mentally exhausting since staff must perform their practical tasks while they have to constantly attend to the patients, relatives and their own feelings [26]. This can lead to excessive stress on the employees if they do not get the opportunity for relief and to experience control of the situation [28]. The project participants were able to get away from the daily work in peace and quiet to sit down which can be said to be both physical and psychological relief while several participants seemed to experience a therapeutic benefit of the group meetings. Previous research has shown that older employees are demanding relief to be able to work to a higher age [7]. The older employees who experience work more stimulating desire in even greater extent to work until a higher age [8]. This was something that the intervention project also intended to contribute to and seems to be satisfied.

5.2. The Management of the Project

Participants in the intervention project stated that they were very satisfied with the supervisor’s managing of the project and meeting sessions. They indicated that the supervisor was very knowledgeable in their fields of work, which they saw as an advantage in the discussions. The supervisor in turn also seemed very pleased with the project and its results. This despite the fact that she had been worried initially when the method and the concept was new to her and she seemed to have experienced a lacking support of how the method could be used. The supervisor had through her previous experiences and acquired knowledge by herself to interpret and modify the method to suit the purpose of the project. To “read” a group of individuals based on previous experiences, maturity and insight and use the right treatment is based on the knowledge of familiarity [31] [41]. It was thus clear that the supervisor herself was bearer of the knowledge familiarity that she used to modify the case method to fit the group instead of just using the fetched knowledge of how to use the case method. The supervisor’s knowledge of familiarity thus became very important for the discussions to become fruitful in the group and not disturbed or held back by literally follow a method. The supervisor did not think it was a problem that the participants of the intervention project had not kept records on the case-matrices and that knowledge of practice had not been documented, which is described as part of the method in the project description. This is because she was convinced that the knowledge of practice was carried and spread by the participants and their colleagues.

5.3. The Intervention Method

The transfer of knowledge can be facilitated by creating personal contact be-
tween generations within a tradition [17]. Therefore the intervention project seemed to be an excellent forum for knowledge transfer, as described in earlier research [35] [36] [37] [38]. Participants generally felt that the case method was a good starting point to debates in the group, even if not strictly adhered to the matrix with clearly defined points that was available. Participants seemed to prefer that the discussions were not limited to a clear framework, but could slip back and forth between different fields. It was possible to discern that they were confident that the supervisor brought them back when they drifted too far from the subject. That the various participants have had the opportunity to give their views on the matter and vent and share experiences has been the superior method in the intervention project. The participants and their cases/problems have been in focus, not the piloting of a specific knowledge transfer methodology based on case-method.

The intervention project has thus not exactly followed the case-matrix points and made notes on the discussed case [38] [41]. Participants have not brought a stack of recorded cases with different obstacles and proposed solutions. Participants instead received something for their personal development and to their home organisation, namely the strengthening of confidence and knowledge, the power of reflection in generating and disseminating new knowledge and understanding of other activities and their working method. It is through reflection on actions in different work situations that the occupational knowledge is tested and developed [29]. It therefore seems important to give employees the opportunity to quietly reflect on different actions through projects like this.

Several of those included in the intervention project stated that it was not easy to define knowledge because it was such a great concept. They seemed to be unanimous that the project did indeed generate and transfer knowledge. Social relationships are an important part of learning through experience [21] [37]. Participants in the intervention project seemed to agree with this because they stated that they gained new knowledge through reflecting and discussing different cases/problems/situations. Some participants also described that they could easier to see past mistakes and shortcomings in their work and had processed past events just by talking about them with others. It is important to re-reflect on the daily work [29]. If health care professionals do not get the opportunity to deliberately and systematically record what she/he has learned they will not develop the experience [36]. A prerequisite for competence is that health professionals are able to reflect on their actions and the situations that arise in everyday life. Employees cannot reflect during work, this may instead lead to same mistakes being repeated over and over again.

At the initial group interview a younger nursing assistant from the municipality expressed that she thought it would be exciting to be part of the intervention project, but she was also a little concerned about how she would be able to convey knowledge to others in their own workplace. She described her concern that the intervention project would be a group that learned from each other but who would not be able to convey the knowledge to the home organisation. At the fi-
nal interview the participants did not seem to feel that her concerns had come true. Organisations are composed of individual employees who together form the business. By getting the opportunity to vent different cases/problems/opportunities the participants described that they got new knowledge about the course of action and thought. They had also gained knowledge from other work activities which they passed on to their colleagues, knowledge that became permanent in the daily work. Several participants also testified that the project had started some new thoughts on the problems and approaches, a process which only seemed to be at an early stage. The background section of this report describes that the cognition researchers approach to learning is largely consisting of new knowledge being interwoven with past experiences, i.e. an individual extended field of knowledge [32] [33] [34]. Professional knowledge is often based on experienced knowledge together with theoretical knowledge [27] [30] [31]. Based on what the participants of the intervention project describe, they have expanded their schemata, experience and practice of knowledge and thus, they have probably also developed their professional skills through the project. The theoretical knowledge is important but needs to be supplemented with experience of actions in specific situations to provide experience, knowledge of practice and familiarity.

A limitation in the study was the small study group and could therefore not be stated as general. The Method need to be tested additionally with other participations and also in other countries. However, the case-method has successfully been used in other interventions and educational projects since the early 1900s [35] [36] [37] [38]. That directs the robustness of this intervention method. Another limitation was that especially the younger participants had problem to participate in the meetings when they have too much to do in their daily work and activities. That is a paradox because earlier research stated that older employees often have developed method to handle their tasks and daily work in a smoother and more effective way [31]-[34], and one of the projects objective was to transfer the older employees knowledge on this to the younger employees.

6. Conclusion

“I think it is a lot about that we come from different areas. It is not just age and that some are older employees and other are younger employees. But it is also about how some of us work with health care of elderly in the municipality and others in the county. Thus, we can explain how we do things from our direction to transfer it to the next group, which in turn raises questions—Why do you do that? And so on. You are deep in discussion right away”. (An older nursing assistant)

The quote above can be said to be a summary of the complexity in the cases, and what has been the core at the meetings of the intervention project. The aim was that the project could serve as an opportunity to get away from the daily work to a protected zone where participants exchange experiences and reflect on the various events and problems in daily work. Participants appear to have ex-
experienced that their experience was made to be visible and their professional competence has been strengthened. They indicated that there had been an exchange of knowledge and not only between the generations but also between different kinds of work. The organisations also seem to have gained from the project by allowing the participants to unload, become more positive, develop more knowledge of experience, increase their propensity for reflection and get a better consensus between the municipality and county. The developed methods and measures in this intervention project seem to be a way to take care of older employees experience knowledge to make the elderly care and the care employees work situation better and self-crediting to go on in an extended working life in the ageing society. Due to the evaluation, this intervention project promotes both a better care and treatment of elderly people in municipality organised and county organised health care, and a better work situation and self-crediting for the employees in all ages. The intervention project seems to have fulfilled the stated purpose and also the expectations of the participants and the work situation seems to be more sustainable for the older employees.
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